
 

Creating Your Core Company Ideals Structure 

This video will be about creating your Core Company Ideals Structure. This will ultimately help guide 
your company’s decisions for future moves and will serve as a guiding hand for the toughest decisions 
you will make. 

What is a Core Company Ideals Structure? 

Your Core Ideals are the things that your company stands for. They are the principles that you should 
use whenever you are making critical decisions, and should be the basis for how your company 
operates. Think of this as your Company Charter for principles.  They are generally characteristics that 
you value very highly, and can help hold you to a higher standard of performance. 

 

What Are Some Examples Of Core Ideals And How Can We Use Them? 

It is your decision to be made, think of the characteristics that you find appealing, and you think are 
imperative for your company’s growth. You want these to be reflected by yourself (so don’t be 
completely idealistic), but also reflected by your employees. You want this to be the set of principles 
that you use when signing deals, starting relationships or even bringing new members into your team. 

Here is an example from our company:  
 
Initiative, Integrity, Determination, Ingenuity and Commitment to Excellence 

We want to represent these qualities to ourselves, teammates and in business partnerships. We want 
them to radiate outward. Every time we have a tough decision – we look back at these, and see if they 
fit what we are trying to accomplish or simply a stop gap.  

We also look at these when we hire people. We don’t want to simply fill seats with warm bodies. We 
want guys who are self starters, who are honest, determined, and creative and who are committed to 
excellence. 
 
We don’t want people who we constantly have to tell what to do, it would make us have a miserable 
experience, and they likely wouldn’t be with our company long. Instead, we would rather take longer to 
look for the right person that we can train and mold into our philosophies and company fold. 

If you have the right people on the bus (a reference to a very good business book – From Good to 
Great), then you simply have to let them settle into roles that will help your company excel.  

 

 

 



 

Closing Thoughts 

In closing, look at developing this value set as a way to align your goals with your company’s future. Put 
these thoughts on paper and develop the idea to fit what you want to be reflected. What will help you 
grow as the owner of the company, and what should you be looking for when you make an addition to 
your team? Think of these as, “can’t do without traits”. 

 


